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VSEPR THEORY

•   Kössel-Lewis theory 

•   Lewis dot structure 

•   Faulty Barometer 

•   Octet rule and its limitation 

•   Valence bond theory 

•   Types of orbital overlapping

What you already know What you will learn

•   Bond strength 

•   Extent of overlapping 

•   Comparison of sigma and pi bonds 

•   Bonding in molecules 

•   Limitations of VBT 

•   How to draw structures 

•   VSEPR theory

In general, sigma(𝛔) bonds are stronger than 
pi(𝛑) bonds for the same pair of atoms because 
the region of overlap in the case of pi bonds are 
far from the nucleus than the region of overlap 
in the case of sigma bonds as illustrated.

The extent of overlapping means the probability of finding the electron in the region of overlap. 
Greater the extent of overlap between the two atomic orbitals, stronger is the bond. The s-orbitals 
are spherical in shape and non-directional in nature, whereas the p-orbitals are elongated and 
directional in nature. Hence, the volume of overlap is more in the case of p-orbitals than in s-orbitals. 
As a result, the p-orbitals form stronger sigma bonds than that of the s-orbitals for the same value of n. 

For the same value of n, the order of bond strength is as follows:

Also, the extent of overlap is more in the case of sigma bonds than in the case of pi bonds formed. 
Hence, even s-s sigma bond is stronger than p𝛑-p𝛑 bond if the value of n is the same.

Fig. 1: Distance between the nucleus and 
the region of overlap in sigma and pi bonds
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If the value of n is different, then the orbital with the higher value of n has a larger volume with 
lower electron density. Thus, the bonds formed by the orbitals of higher n values are weaker.

Sigma bonds have a larger extent of overlapping than pi bonds since the volume of overlap 
is more in the case of sigma bonds with similar electron density.

3s-3s overlap

Comparison of sigma and pi bonds

2s-2s overlap< < 1s-1s overlap

As we move down the group, both sigma and pi bonds become weaker. This is because, as the 
value of n increases, the orbitals become more diffused and hence, electron density decreases. 
Thus, the extent of overlap of the orbitals also decreases. 

Example:

A pi bond formed between two 3p-orbitals is weaker than a pi bond formed between two 2p- 
orbitals since 3p-orbitals are more diffused. Hence, their extent of overlapping is less as compared 
to 2p-orbitals.

1.   H2: Each hydrogen atom has an electronic    
configuration of 1s1 and thus, forms one    
sigma bond.

3.  N2: Each nitrogen atom has a valence 
shell electronic configuration of 2s22p3. 
So, they have three unpaired electrons in 
their p-orbitals. Hence, for attaining a noble 
gas configuration, they share these three 
electrons and form three bonds, out of which 
one is sigma and the rest are pi bonds.

2.   O2: Each oxygen atom has a valence shell 
electronic configuration of 2s22p4. So, 
they have two unpaired electrons in their 
p-orbitals. Hence, for attaining a noble 
gas configuration, they  share  these two 
electrons and form two bonds, out of which 
one is sigma and the other one is pi bond.

Variation of Strength of Sigma and Pi Bond with n

3p𝛑-3p𝛑 overlap

Fig. 2: Bonding in H2  molecule

2p𝛑-2p𝛑 overlap<

Examples of bonding in molecules
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Fig. 3: Bonding in O2  molecule
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Fig. 4: Bonding in N2 molecule
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1.  It failed to explain the tetravalency of carbon. 

2. It failed to explain the paramagnetic nature of O2. 

3. It failed to explain the existence of coordinate covalent bonds in which both the shared 
    pairs of electrons are donated by one atom and none from the other. 

4. It failed to account for the shapes and geometries of various molecules.

Limitations of VBT

Out of s, p and d-subshell, the d-subshell has three non-axial orbitals that are dxy, dxz and dyz.
Among these three only dxy and dyz have ‘xz’ nodal plane, thus one orbital is dxy and another is 
dyz. 

(a) dxy and dyz when overlapped through the    
     x-axis will show zero overlap. Hence, no pi    
     bond will be formed.

(c) dxy and dyz when overlapped through the z-    
     axis will show zero overlap. Hence, no pi 
     bond will be formed.

(b) dxy and dyz when overlapped through the y-    
     axis will show zero overlap. Hence, 
     no pi bond will be formed.

(d) As, the two different non-axial d-orbitals lies    
     in planes that are perpendicular to each 
     other hence they cannot form a π-bond.     

     Thus, the correct option is (d).

Solution

If two different non-axial d-orbitals having ‘xz’ nodal plane form a 𝛑-bond by overlapping 
with each other, then what will be the internuclear axis? 

(a) x                         ((b) y                         (c) z                         (d) They do not form a π-bond
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Formation of pi bonds
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(a) For the same pair of atoms, a sigma bond is generally more stronger than a pi bond, as the    
      shared electron density is more closer to the nucleus. Hence, this statement is correct.

Solution

Solution

Formation of sigma bonds

Bond strength of sigma and pi bonds

Assuming that the pure 2s and 2p-orbitals of carbon are used in forming a CH4 molecule, 
which of the following statement(s) is/are true? 

    (a) The three C-H bonds will be perpendicular to each other.

    (b) One C-H bond will be weaker than the other three C-H bonds.

    (c) The shape of the molecule will be tetrahedral.

    (d) The angle of a C-H bond formed by s-s overlapping will be uncertain with respect to the
     other three bonds.

Which of the following statement(s) is/are correct for sigma and pi bonds formed between two 
carbon atoms in hydrocarbons?
    (a) A sigma bond is stronger than a pi-bond.
    (b) The bond energies of sigma and pi bonds are 264 kJ/mol and 347 kJ/mol, respectively.
    (c) A free rotation of atoms about a sigma bond is allowed but not in the case of a pi bond.
    (d)  A sigma bond determines the direction between the carbon atoms but a pi bond has no
         primary effect in this regard.

(a)  Assuming three pure p-orbitals which are mutually perpendicular to each other are involved 
     in bond formation, the three C-H bonds will be mutually perpendicular to each other Hence, 
     this statement is correct.

(b) We know that s-s overlap is weaker than s-p overlap. As one bond is formed by the overlap 
     of 2s-1s orbitals and the others by the overlap of 2p-1s orbitals, one bond will be weaker than    
     the other three bonds. Hence, this statement is also correct.
(c)   Assuming that a pure s and p-character of the bonds is formed, the three bonds will be  

mutually perpendicular to each other. Therefore, the shape will not be tetrahedral. Hence, 
this statement is incorrect.

(d)  Since the s-orbitals are spherical in shape and have no fixed axis preference for electron clouds, 
the s-s overlap angle will be uncertain, as it can be formed by overlap from any direction. 
Hence, this statement is also correct.

     So, options (a), (b) and (d) are the correct answers.
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(b)  Since sigma bonds are more stronger than pi bonds, the bond energies of sigma bonds must 
be more than that of the pi bonds. Hence, this statement is incorrect. 

(c)  A sigma bond can be rotated about the internuclear axis since the rotation around the internuclear 
axis does not result in the breaking up of the bond. However, if pi bonds are rotated about the 
internuclear axis, it results in the breaking of the bonds. Hence, this statement is also correct.

(a)  Orbitals pz and py result in zero overlap    
and thus, they cannot form any type of 
covalent bond. Hence, this statement is 
correct.

(c)  Since dxz is a non-axial orbital, they never 
form a sigma bond. Hence, 
this statement is also incorrect.

So, options (a) and (d) are the correct answers.

(b)  Orbitals dxz and py result in zero overlap    
      and thus, they cannot form a π-bond.    
      Hence, this statement is incorrect.

(d)   Orbitals pz and dxz will overlap along 
the xz-plane to form a π-bond if x is the 
internuclear axis. Hence, this statement is 
correct.

Solution

Formation of sigma bonds

Consider the following three orbitals:
1. pz            2. py            3. dxz

Which of the following statement(s) is/are correct regarding the given information?
    (a) Orbitals 1 and 2 can never form any type of covalent bonds with each other.
    (b) If the internuclear axis is ‘x’, then the combination of 2 and 3 orbitals can form a 𝛑 bond.
    (c) Orbital 3 can form a 𝝈 bond with other orbitals.
    (d) If the internuclear axis is ‘x’, then the combination of 1 and 3 orbitals can form a 𝛑 bond.
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dxz

So, options (a), (c) and (d) are the correct answers

(d)  The first bond formed is always sigma and hence, the direction in which the atoms are arranged 
depends on the sigma bonds. Thus, it can be said that the direction between the carbon atoms 
is determined by sigma bonds and not pi bonds. Hence, this statement is also correct.

dxz pypy

dxzpz
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Step 1: How to decide the central atom?

Example: In SO3, S is the least electronegative atom and hence will be considered as the central 
atom.

Step 2:  Draw  a  symmetrical skeleton of side  atoms around the central atom 
Example: In SO3, the skeleton of side atoms can be drawn as follows:

Step 3: Calculate the total number of valence electron pair in the molecule 
Example: In SO3, the total number of valence electrons 
                    = Valence electron from S + 3 × (Valence electron from O)
                    = 6 + (6 × 3) = 24 electrons 

                    =       electron pairs 

                    = 12 electron pairs

Make the single bonds using the electron pairs. Then complete 
the octet of the side atoms by assigning the lone pairs to the side 
atoms. If any electron pair is left, assign it to the central atom. 
Example: In SO3, out of the 12 electron pairs, three electron pairs 
are consumed while making a single bond with three side atoms, 
i.e., O and the remaining nine electron pairs are assigned as lone 
pairs to the side atoms (three lone pairs on each oxygen atom).

If the octet of the central atom is not complete, use 
the lone pairs of the side atoms to make bonds and 
complete the octet. Example: In the above drawn 
structure of SO3, since there are only six valence 
electrons on the S atom, a pi bond can be drawn 
from one of the oxygen atoms to the S atom.

Steps to Draw Structures

Central atom

H or F

Largest size

Can form maximum bonds

Least electronegative

Less in number

X

s

s

o

o

o

o

o

o

s
o o

o

s
o o

o

Step 4:

Step 5:

2
24

Complete the octet of central atom

Complete the octet of side atom

MAINBOARDS
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Step 6: Assign formal charge on each atom

 
For the central atom of periods greater than or equal to 3, if there are opposite 
charges on the adjacent atoms, remove the charges and make bonds. 
Generally, if the central atom is of the second period, then the structure 
formed up to step 5 is final. Example: In SO3, S is of the third period and has 
+2 formal charge, while two of the oxygen atoms have -1 formal charge. Thus, 
two pi bonds can be drawn to neutralise the formal charge. 

-1

-10
+2

Formal charge = V - L -       (B)
2
1

2
8

2
2

2
4

(i) NO3
− 

Step 1: Identify the central atom.
In NO3

−, the least electronegative 
element is N. Thus, the central atom is N.

Step 3: Find the valence electron pair.
Total number of valence electrons 
              = Valence electron on N + 
                 3 × (Valence electron on O) + 
                 Negative charge 
              = 5 + (3 × 6) + 1 = 24 electrons 

             =       electron pairs 

             = 12 electron pairs.

Step 4: Draw all the sigma 
bonds.
Make three sigma bonds 
with three oxygen atoms 
and then assign three lone 
pairs to each oxygen atom 
to complete the octet of the 
side atoms.

Step 2: Draw the 
symmetrical skeleton.
A symmetrical skeleton of 
three oxygen atoms can be 
drawn as shown:

Solution

 Drawing the structure of compounds

Draw the structures of NO3
−, PF6

−, I3
− and IF7.

s
o o

o

N

o o

o

Here, V is the number of valence electrons in the free atom on which formal charge is being 
calculated, L is the number of non-bonding electrons, i.e., electrons in the lone pairs and B is the 
number of bonding electrons.
Example: In SO3, the formal charge on the sulphur atom is as follows: 

                 = 6 -       = 6 - 4 = +2 

The formal charge on O-atom (forming sigma bond only) is as follows: 

                 = 6 -       - 6 = -1 

The formal charge on O-atom (forming sigma and pi bonds) is as follows: 

                 = 6 -       - 4 = 0

Neutralise the formal chargeStep 7:

2
24

s
o o

o

N
o o

o
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Step 5: Make one double bond to complete the octet of the central atom.

Step 6: In NO3, show the formal charges 
F.C. =   Valence electrons in free atom - Number of non-bonding electrons -     Number of 

bonding electrons

       = 5 -      = 5 - 4 = +1

The formal charge on O-atom (forming sigma bond only) = 6 - 6 -      = -1

The formal charge on O-atom (forming sigma and pi bonds) 

       = 6 - 4 -     = 0

Since, the central atom (N) is of second period, thus, the final structure is as 
shown.

P

F

F

F

F
F
F

P

P
P

F

F
F

F

F
F

F

F
F

F

F
F

F

F
F

F

F
F

(ii) PF6
− 

Step 1: In PF6
−, the least electronegative 

element is P. Thus, P is the central atom.

Step 5: No double bonds are formed since 
the central atom has already exceeded its 
octet.

Step 2: A symmetrical skeleton of six F 
atoms can be drawn as follows:

Step 4: Make one sigma bond with each 
fluorine atom.

Remaining electron pairs = 24 - 6 = 18 electron 
pairs, assign 18 electron pairs to each of the six 
F-atoms, i.e., 18/6 = 3 lone pairs to each fluorine 
atom to complete their octet.

N

o

o o

2
2

2
1

2
8

2
4

=  Valence electrons in free atom - Number of nonbonding electrons 
- Number of bonding 
electrons/2

= 5 + (6 × 7) + 1 
= 48 electrons 

=       electrons pairs 

= 24 electron pairs
2

48

Step 6: The formal charge on the central atom(P):

              F.C = V - L -     (B) 

                     = 5 -        = -1

             Formal charge on F-atom:

                    =  7 - 6 -      = 0

2
12

2
1

2
2

N

o

o o+1-1

0

-1

Since the formal charge on the central atom 
is not positive, no modifications are required. 
Thus, the final structure is as follows:

Step 3: Total number of valence electrons 
=  Valence electron on P + 6 × (Valence 

electron on F) + Negative charge 

-1

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Step 5: No double bond is required since the 
central atom has already exceeded its octet.

Assign 21 electrons in 7 F-atoms, i.e., 21/7 
electron pairs = 3 electron pairs to each F- 
atom to complete their octet.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

II

FF

FF

FF

FF

FF
FF

FF

(iii) I3
− 

Step 1: In I3
−, only iodine is present. Hence, I 

is the central atom.

(iv) IF7 
Step 1: In IF7 , the least electronegative 
element is I, Thus, I is the central atom.

Step 3: The total number of valence electrons 

             = Valence electron on I + 7 × 
               (Valence electron on F) 
             = 7 + (7 × 7) 
             = 56 electrons 

             =        = 28 electron pairs.            

Step 3: The total number of valence electrons 

              = 3 × (Valence electron on I) 
                + Negative charge 
              = (3 × 7) + 1 = 22 electrons 

              =        electron pairs = 11 electron pairs

Step 5: Remaining electron pairs = 9 - 6 (since 
3 lone pairs each are assigned to two side 
atoms, i.e., 6 in total) = 3 electron pairs. Assign 
three remaining lone pairs to the central atom.

                                                                                   = 7 - 6 -      = -1

              Formal charge on both terminal atom (I)  = 7 - 6 -      = 0 

Since the formal charge on the central atom is not positive, no 
modifications are required. Thus, the final structure is as shown.

Step 2: A symmetrical skeleton of two I-atoms 
can be drawn as follows:

Step 2: A symmetrical skeleton of seven F- 
atoms can be drawn as follows:

Step 4: Make one sigma bond with each 
fluorine atom remaining electron pairs 
= 28 - 7 = 21 electron pairs.

Step 4: Make one sigma bond with each 
iodine atom. Remaining electron pairs = 11 - 2 
= 9 electron pairs

I I I

2
22

Electrons required for octet completion of 
side atoms (I) = 8 - Bonded electrons = 8 - 2 
                       = 6 electrons
                       =      electron pairs 

                       = 3 electron pairs
Assign three lone pairs to each I-atom to 
complete the octet of the side atoms.

2
6

2
4

2
2

2
56

Step 6: The formal charge on the central atom (I) = V - L -      (B)
2
1

-10 0
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Step 6: The formal charge on the central atom (I):

             F.C = V - L -     (B) 

                   = 7 - 0 -        = 0

             Formal charge on F-atoms: 

                   = 7 - 6 -      = 0

Since the formal charge on the central atom is not positive, no modifications 
are required. Thus, the final structure is as shown.

Examples:

(a)  In BeCl2, Be is the central atom and two Cl-atoms are connected by a sigma bond. So, there are 
two sigma bond pairs and their interelectronic repulsion will be minimal when they are at 180° to 
each other. Hence, the geometry of the molecule is linear. It does not have any pi bond.

(b)  In HCO+, there are two sigma bond pairs and their interelectronic repulsion will be minimal when 
they are at 180° to each other. Hence, its geometry will also be linear. There are two pi bonds.

(c)  In CO2, there are two sigma bond pairs and their interelectronic repulsion will be minimal when 
they are at 180° to each other. Hence, the geometry will be linear. There are two pi bonds.

(d)  In HCN, there are two sigma bond pairs and hence, the geometry will be linear with two pi 
bonds.

Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) Theory

Compound

CI   Be   CI Linear

Linear

Linear

Linear 2

2

2

0

O  C   H

O  C   O

+

H    C  N

Shape

Table 1: Shape and number of pi bonds 

𝛑-bond(s)

==

VSEPR theory is used to predict the shape and electronic geometry of the covalent molecules.

It is based on the following simple assumptions:

    1.    The shape of a molecule depends upon the number of valence shell electron pairs around 
the central atom.

    2.   A valence shell is taken as a sphere with the electron pairs localizing on the spherical surface.
    3.  The electron pairs in the valence shell repel one another since they are negatively charged.
    4.  The electron pairs occupy the positions in the space that tend to minimise the repulsion.
    5.   A multiple bond is treated as a single larger electron cloud. In other words, only sigma bonds 

and lone pairs are considered while determining the electronic geometry of a molecule, and 
pi bonds are not considered.

2
1

2
14

2
2

II

F

F

F

F

F
F

F

MAINBOARDS
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6.  The lone pairs are held by only one nucleus, whereas the bond 

pairs are shared between two nuclei. As a result, the lone pairs 
are closer to the nucleus, whereas the bond pairs are elongated 
and relatively less dense. As the electron pairs move away from 
the central atom, their interelectronic distance increases as 
shown in the Fig. 5. Thus, the interelectronic distance is more 
in the case of bond pair-bond pair followed by bond pair-lone 
pair and least in lone pair-lone pair. So, the order of repulsion 
is as follows: 

Note

For electronic geometry, both the lone pairs and bond pairs are considered. However, for shape, 
only the bond pairs are considered.

 Summary

     1.   The region of overlap in the case of pi bonds are far from the nucleus than the region of 
overlap in the case of sigma bonds. Thus, sigma bonds are stronger than that of pi bonds. 

     2.   Sigma bonds have a larger extent of overlapping than pi bonds since the volume of 
overlap is more in the case of sigma bonds with similar electron density. Hence, even s-s 
sigma bond is stronger than that of the p𝛑-p𝛑 bond if the value of n is the same. 

     3.  The s-orbital is spherical in shape and non-directional in nature, whereas the p-orbitals are 
elongated and directional in nature. Hence, the volume of overlap is more in the case of 
p-orbitals than in s-orbitals. As a result, the p-orbitals form stronger sigma bonds than the 
s-orbital for the same value of n. For the same value of n, the order of bond strengths is 
as follows:

     4.  As we move down the group, both sigma and pi bonds become weaker. This is because, 
as  the value of n increases, the orbitals become more diffused and hence, the electron 
density decreases. Thus, the extent of overlap of orbitals also decreases. 
Example:

     5.  H2: Each hydrogen atom has an electronic configuration of 1s1 and thus, forms one sigma        
bond.

s-s overlap s-p overlap< < p-p overlap

3p𝛑-3p𝛑 overlap 2p𝛑-2p𝛑 overlap<

lone pair-lone pair > lone pair-bond pair > bond pair-bond pair

Fig. 5: Interelectronic 
distance in NH3 molecule

H
H

H
N
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6.  O2: Each oxygen atom has a valence shell electronic configuration of 2s2 2p4. So, they have 

two unpaired electrons in their p-orbitals. Hence, for attaining a noble gas configuration, 
they share these two electrons and form two bonds, out of which one is sigma and the 
other one is pi bond.

7.  N2: Each nitrogen atom has a valence shell electronic configuration of 2s2 2p3. So, they have 
three unpaired electrons in their p-orbitals. Hence, for attaining a noble gas configuration, 
they share these three electrons and form three bonds, out of which one is sigma and the 
rest are pi bond.

8.  Limitations of VBT are as follows:
        •  It failed to explain the tetravalency of carbon.
        •  It failed to explain the paramagnetic nature of O2.
        •  It failed to explain the existence of coordinate covalent bonds in which both the shared 

pairs of electrons are donated by one atom.
        • It failed to account for the shapes and geometries of various molecules.

9.  Steps to draw structures
        • How to decide the central atom?

        • Draw a symmetrical skeleton of side atoms around the central atom.

Central atom

H or F

Largest size

Least electronegative

Can form maximum bonds

Less in number

X

        •  Calculate the total number of valence electrons in the molecule. In a molecule ABz, the 
total number of valence electrons = Valence electrons in A + z × (Valence electrons in B)

        •  Make single bonds using the electron pairs and then complete the octet of the side 
atoms by assigning the lone pairs to the side atoms. If any electron pair is left, assign 
it to the central atom.

        •  If the octet of the central atom is not complete, use the lone pairs of the side atoms to 
make the bonds and complete the octet.

        •  Assign formal charge on each atom. Formal charge on an atom = Valence electrons in 
that free atom - Number of nonbonding electrons -      (Number of bonding electrons)

        •  For the central atom of periods greater than or equal to 3, if there are opposite charges 
on the adjacent atoms, remove the charges and make the bonds. Generally, if the 
central atom is of  the second period, then the structure formed up to previous step 
is final.

1
2
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11.  For electronic geometry, both the lone pairs and bond pairs are considered. However, for   
     shape, only the bond pairs are considered.

10.  VSEPR theory: VSEPR theory is used to predict the shape and electronic geometry of the 
covalent molecules. It is based on the following simple assumptions:

    •  The shape of a molecule depends upon the number of valence shell electron pairs around 
the central atom.

    •  A valence shell is taken as a sphere with the electron pairs localising on the spherical surface.
    •  The electron pairs in the valence shell repel one another since they are negatively charged.
    •  The electron pairs occupy the positions in the space that tend to minimise the repulsion.


